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SUMMARY

A w methodis prew&djor obtaining the velocity potentiul
oj the$OW abowia solid of revolution mowingunijdy in the
direction of i% ti of qmmetry in a jluid otherwise at rat.
This methodix bawd 888&i4Z~yon thefact W theform oj the
differential egwationfor the velocity potentiul b inaz+ti with
regard to conformultran@mnatimw in a meridian plane. By
mean9 of the conjormal tran3formati0nof the meridian profi
into a circle a &y8temof orthogd eum-ilinearcoordk.t.ea h
obtained, the mainfeature of which h th.d one of the coordinate
lines is th met+bian projile ii!.dj. The use of LM43type of
coordinate 8y8&myidd+?a simple tzcprtm%n of tht?boundary
C071diti.07Lat the 8U?@8 Of the 801i4iU71dkZZO%iO U ratio?ld
~rOce98Ofiterationfor the 801’l&7Lof b di~ereniial equation
jor th#vdociiy potential. It h 8h0wnthutthe velocity potential
jor an arbiira~ body @ revolution may be expre88edin terms
of unwer8aljunctions which, althoughnot normal, are obtain-
abb by meam of eimple quudrature8.

The general re+ndi%are applied to a body oj resolution ob-
tained by revolvi~ a symmetrical Joukoweki prom about i%
ax& of t?ymmetry. A numeric&? example further 8e#m to
il.hutrate the theory.

INTRODUCTION

The simplest case of n three-dimensional fluid motion
occurs when a body of revolution moves with a constmt
velocity in the direction of its axis of symmetry. In this
case, the. motion is the same in any plane passing through
the axis of symmetry and, in this rwpect, presents some
analogy with a two-dimensional motion. Thus, “a stream
function is defined by means of the equation of continuity;
and the condition for irrotational motion yields a velocity
potential. The stream function and the velocity potential,
hovmver, me not interchangeable in three-dimensional flows
in the same way as are the corresponding quantities in two-
dimensiomd irrotationrd motions. The reason for this
difference is that, although the differential equation for
the velocity potential is LrLplwM’sequation, the equation
for the stream function is not Laplace’s and therefore the
two functions cannot be combined to give an analytic
function of a single complex variable. It follows that tQe
elegant and powerful methods of the eemplex variable
are not obviously applicable and the calculation of the
potential flow past a body of revolutiori has, of necessity,
developed along other line.

The method of calculating the flow past a body of revolu-
tion most often referred to was suggested by Rankine and
developed by von K&rm&n (reference 1) and others. For
axial flow, the axis of the body is covered by a continuous
distribution of sources and sinks in such away that the closed
stream surface found by the superposition of the flow in-
duced by the sources and sinks on the parallel flow coincides
with the surface of the solid. For transverse flo’w, the axis
of the body is covered by a continuous distribution of dou-
blets. The superposition of the flow due to the doublets on the
parallel flow then yields the surface of the solid as a stream
surface. Both problems lead to integral equations that von
K&rm&nsolved by an approximate method. As von KAr-
mti pointed out, however, the exact replacement of the body
by a distribution of singularities along the axis of symmetry
is possible only when the analytical continuation of the pe-
tential function, free from singularities in the space outaide
the body, can be extended to the ti of symmetry without
encountering singular points. (See reference 1, p. 27.) J&
asmuch as the question of when this analytical continuation
k or is not possible has never been answered, numerical
calculations may lead to incorrect remdts, particularly in
‘the ease of a body with a rather blunt nose.

In reference 2 an attempt was made to calculate the po-
tential flow past a body of revolution according to tie
methods of potential theory. In that paper, Laplace’s equa-
tion for the velocity potential is expressed in terms of elliptic-
cylindrkal coordinates and is solved in conjunction with
the appropriate boundary conditions for axial and trans-
verse flows. In the oas’eof an ellipsoid or a hyperboloid of
revolution the solution is obtained in a closed form, both
shapes being members of the family of orthogonal coordi-
nate surfacm belonging to a system of elliptic-cylindrical
coordinates. For any other solid of revolution, however,
the method leads to two sets of linear equations, each set
having an infinite number of equations and an infinite num-
ber of unknown coeflicienta for the determination of the
velocity potentials for the axial and trnnsveraeflows.

In the present paper, a new method is presented for ml-
culating the potential flow past an arbitrary body of revolu-
tion. Only the ease of axial flow is discussed but the method
is equally applimble to the case of transverse flow. The
method is based on the discove~ that, by” the proper choice
of the system of coordinates to be used for a given body
of revolution, the solution of tho potential-flow problem can
be obtained by means of quadmtures. Coordinate systems
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of this nature already exist in the literature. For example,
if the solid is an ellipsoid or a hyperboloid of revolution, the
coordinate system used is an elliptic-cylindrical one. These
coordinate systems poss- in common the property that one
of their coordinaiw surfaces is the boundag- of the solid
itself. It will be shown in this paper that, by means of the
conformal transformation of the meridian protile into a
circle, a system of orthogomd curvilinear coordinates can be
defied such that one of the coordinate lines is the meridian
proiile of the solid of revolution. Furthermore, it will be
shown that, by the use of this type of coordinate system,
the potential-flow problem for an arbitrary body of revolu-
tion can be solved by means of elementary integrations.

In comparison of the method of this paper with the
method of reference 2 it is to be recalled that in reference 2
Laplace’s equation for the veloci~- potential was expr~ed
in elliptiwylindricxd coordinates. The general solution in-
volves normal functions: namely, Legendre functions of the
first and second kinds. The boundary condition, how-ever,
for, qp,,arbitrary body of revolution involves the two inde-
pendent variabks of the problem and yiekls, as mentioned
before, an infinite set of linear equations with an W@
number of urdmown coeiiicients. On the other hand, the
method of this paper utilize a different coordinate system
for each body of revolution. The main feature of these
conyormal orthogonal curvilinear coordinate is that one of-
the coordinate lines coincides with the meridian proiile of
the body of revolution. This fact leads to an expr=ion
of the boundary condition at the surface involving only one
independent variable. Although the general solution of the
differential equation for the velocity potential has not been
obtained in terms of normal functions, a method of iteration
has been devised that involv~ only element~ integrations.
This solution, satisfying the boundary conditions, can then
be expressed in terms of univemrd functions. Although
these functions are not normal, they need b.e determined
but once.

MATHEMATICALDEVELOPMENTS
EQUATION FOR THE VELOCITY POTENTIAL

The axis of symmetry of the body is denoted by z and the
position of a point in a meridian pl,aneis fhed by the Car-
tesian coordinates (z, a) (fig. 1). Then if g= and qa are,

Y
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respectively, the components of the fluid velocity’ in the
directions of the z and a axes, the equation of continui~ is

obtained by equating to zero the flow out of the annular
space obtained by revolv@ a small rectangle & da mound
the axis of symmetry. Thus, the total flow outward in the

direction of the z axis is ~(2awq&)dx aqd in the direction

of the a axis is &(2mw@z)du. The equation of continuity

is therefore

(1)~i%) +&@J =0

Since the flow is symmetrical about the z axis, the vor-
ticity is

9#&&

and if, further, the motion is irrotational, then

aqC8.@=o——
aX am

A velocity potential @ can therefore be so defied that

q.= –~

qm= –9.&
1

and the equation of continuity (1) becomes

(2)

(3)

Consider now the conjugate complex variables z=z+iti
and z=z—iu. Then, symbolidly,

and it can be easily verified that

:(+)+: (+)=RP.4:(*)’

Thus, the vanishing of tie r~ P~ of ~ ()
AZ is equivalent

to equation (3).

Consider further the conformal transformation

z=jt) where t= t+ i~

Then.

Sinec z, Z, or ~, ~ may be looked upon as independent
variables, it follows that the righ~hand side of equation (4) is

.
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Now, the product ~ $ is a real quantity. The vanishing of

()
the real part of$t ~ is therefore equivalent to equatioh (3).

Hence,

:(+)+%%)=0 (5)

where m is now a function of (E,q) obtained from the con-
fornml trnnsfornmtion z=j&).l

Equation (5) rather than equation (3) will be considered
to be the fundamental differential equation governing axi-
symmetricd motions of a perfect incompressible fluid.
It is more general than equation (3) in the sense that the
indoprmdent variables ($, q) denote any set of orthogonal
curvilinear coordinates obtained by means of a conformal
transformation z=j~). In addition, its form is invariant
with regard to conformal transformations and, in this sense,
does not complimte the original equation (3). In the follow-
ing section it will bc shown that, by means of the conformal
transformation of the meridian profile of an arbitrary body
of revolution into a circle, an orthogonal curvilinear system
of coordinates ($, q) cm be so deiined that the coordinate
Iino q=O is the meridian profile itself. In subsequent sec-
tions it will be seen that the use of this type of coordinate
system lends tQ rLsimple expression of the boundary condi-
tion and, consequently, to an iteration process for the solu-
tion of equation (5) for an arbitrary body of revolution.

CONFORMAL TRANSFORMATION AND ORTHOGONAL COOEDINATE9

It is well known that a unique conformal transfowation
exists which maps the region @mnal to a given boundtuy
in the z plane into the region external to a circle in the Z
plane with its center at the origin, such that the regions at
infinity of the two phmea correspond. The function repre-
mnting this conformal transformation u be developed in
the region external to the circle in a convergent series of the
type

Z=z+cl+;+$+$+ . . . (6)

whero the coefficients cl, al, ~, ag, . . . are, in general, com-
plex quantities. In this paper, the meridian proflc is sym-
motricnl with respect to the nxis of revolution and these
coefficients, therefore, are rdl real. The constanti al, a~,

I It basbeenpofntedout by Dr. Thwdam Themioraenthateqnetfen(5) cankmobtafned
directly,!MfOuOWLK

Tbo veciorformof eqtmtion(3) fn a markifenplaneh efmply

lf a W of orthogonalauvfflnear mordhmtM[ end n h fntrodnced,the expremlonfor—

h-isiww+w%)l
%bm theelementsof lengthdormtheEvmiabloandwwiable wmdfnateIfne%are,resPw-
clvely,b] dEandh 6.

If,bowover,the tramfortwlon from the rectangularC* mmdfmt= fs,a) to the
mtbogonalenrvfunearcmrdfnatm(.5?)f9* mnfmmal,thanbi.bt; ~ fer a amfml
traaefonnetiontbo megeddcntionat enY @nt b tho phe ISfndewdent of the dhwtfon
tbrnugbtbe point. Tbua with bt-bt, tbo fewohg exprmslonplacedowaf to zeroYfelde
eqnatlon(6).
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a3: . . . depend only on the shape of the meridhm profle in
the z plane.

The method of Theodorsen and Garrick, described in
reference 3, is particularly well adapted for the purpose of
determiningg transformation (6). It is shown in reference 3
that, with the proper choice of axes and origin, the Joulcowski
transformation

Z=z’+$ z (7)

maps a closed boundruy in the z plane into a nearly circular
curve in the Z’ plane. The mapping of this nearly circular
boundary, with its center at the origin of the Z plane, is.
then completed by means of the transformation

where .

On elimination of Z’ between equntions (7) and (8), equw
tion (6) follows, where

al=-~”+~clz+ ax

G=c%+c%cl-1+13-c1a2

%= Q+W3++I%++c22++c14+~a2c12 -a2h

. . .

The values for cm and therefore for am can actually be
determined as the Fourier yx46cients of a certain @(@)
curve (reference 3).

If the radius of the circle in the Z plane is denoted by
R, tho coordinates of any point on this circle can be
expressed aa

X=R COS ~

y= –R Sill ~

where, as Eincreases from O to 2x, the’ point describes tho
cixcle in Q clochnviw sense, thus leaving the L;ternal region
to the left of the direction in which the boundary is trav-
ersed. Any point of the circle can also be espressed as

Z= X+iY=Re-lt

If ~=:+in, the transformation

z=&-f;

q= O and, furthermore,
iniinity of the Z plane.

yields the circle of radius R for
~= m mmesponds to the region at
Upon substitution of this eqmssion for Z in equation (6),
it follows that
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When this cquatioll is separated into its real and imaginary
parts, it is seen that

x=cl+Req cos ~+$e~ cos E+$e-2~ cos 2E

+$e-* cos 3t+ . . .

a=—Req sin :+~e~ sin [+9-2* sin 2~

+$e-~ sin 3~+ . . .

(lo)

where the quantities cl, al, %, ~, . . . are determined
according to the method of reference 3.

Rather than as a conformal transformation of a plane z
into a plane Z, equations (10) are to be looked upon as the
equations of transformation.from the reetangukw Carte9ian
coordinates (z, z) into the orthogonal curvilinear coordinates
(L ~). Furthermore, the coordinate line ~=0 is the proiile
itself; that is, when ~=0, equations (10) yield the para-
metric equations of the profile in the plane z. It will be
seen in the following discussion that the use of this type of
coordinate system leads to a simple form for the boundary
condition at the solid surface.

BODNDARY CONDITIONS

If a body of revolution moves with a velocity U in the
direction of its axis of symmetry, the normal mlocitie9 of the
body and the fluid in contact with it are the same. Thus,
at the surface of the moving body, the boundary condition
expressed in the conformal orthogonal coordinates (f, ~) is
simply-.-

-G3d=u(ao
since the coordinate lines along which q varies and”~rem&s”
constant are normal to the boundary v=O. According to
the first of equations (10) this boundmy- condition can be
written as

-(ao=u(-s’-fcos’
—2$ CQs2~—333cns 3~— . . .

. )
(11)

Furthermore, as the fluid at infinity, origimdly at rest,
remains undisturbed by the motion of the body, the bound-
ary condition there is,-simply,

(-)
a+
a~ P.

=0

a~
()% q-.

=0

(12)

It is remarked that the simple form of the boundary eon-
“dition (11) has been attained on account of the introduction
of ~onjorrmzlorthogonal coordinates (f, ~) so defied that
one of the coordinate lines ~= Ois the meridian profle iiwlf.
It will be seen in the following discussion that this choice’of

coordinate system lends to a process of iteration for the solu-
tion of the fundamental ditlerential equation (5) involving
only simple quadrature

SOLUTION OF THE FUNDAMENTAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION
BY ITERA’ITON

If the righbhand side of equation (10) for ti is substituted
into equation (5), it follows that

(13)

With regard to an iteration method it is desirable that the
initial step in the process be obtained in a closed form,
Thii, equation (13) has been so arranged that the solution
of the lefbhand side placed equal to zero can be obtained in
a closed form. This initial solution can then be utilized as
the starting point of an iteration procms. Before Qdetailed
description of the iteration method is given, however, it is
first necessary to introduce several new parameters. Thus,
the coefficient @ is replaced by a2# and the radius R by ue”
where a, m in equation (7), serves merely to preserve dimen-
sions. Then equation (13) can be written as follows:

–(n+l) sin (n+l).&$j (14)

GI+l
where L=2 (d) ~+z, a ~nondimensional quantity, and tho

boundary condition (11) becomes

—2ble-2(~~) cos 2&3bie-3&~) cos 3.+ . . . ] (15)

The method of solvkg equation (14) is based upon the
following considerations:

It is assumed that the velocity potential 4 can be dcweloped
in a series of terms each of whioh is homogeneous with
respect to the indices of the coefficients &; that is,

—
4=g. (16)

where, for example,
& involves nom of the coefficients 6.
dl contains the coefficient bl as a factor
A is the sum of two tams having, respectively, 612and b,

ss factors
A is the sum of three terms having, respectively, b?, W,

and b3as factors and so on for the higher-order terms
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Equation (16) for 4 is now substituted into equation (14)
and the terms involving the coefficients b. and their products
to the same degree in the indices are equated. The same
process is applied to the boundary condition (15). In this
manner, equation (14) is replaced by a set of partial differe-
ntial equations which, in conjunction with the boundary
conditions, can be solved rigorously for h, +1,A, . . . When
the operations just described are performed, the differential
equations with the accompanying boundary conditions for
the iimt three functions A, 41, and & are as follows:

‘“( ’+a-’’s(%+%)+sm(’+a+”-” CoS’%’

+cosh (n+a–/S) sin &$’=0 (17)

with the boundary condition at the surface

_ ah()-m.0
=2aUe~ sinh (ci-~) COSt

with the boundary condition at the surface

a+,()-& ,.0
=4aUeflb1e-lcQ-fiJcos 2~

and at infinity

+sinh (v”+a–/3)cost}~+cosh (q+a–fl) sing%=

[ (%+%)+2c0s2’%-2s*2’w
ble-~b+~t$) fi 2E

+b’e-’(tia-’)[t(%$+%$)+’ms’’a’fi”wi”w

(19)

with the boundary condition at the surface

and at infinity

DETERMINATION OF &

k order to solve equation (17) for ~, it is convenient to
introduce a new set of independent variables p and i, where

By use of the symbolic

a&__& [Xp
a,f–

expreiwions

(20)

[
~ o-d) 9P]–:[(1–A9 9A]=0 (21)

Ifasolutionof theformA=F@) G(A)is assumed,equation (21)
becomes

Since the left-hand side of this equation contains p but not k
and the righhhand side contains A but not p, l’(p) and t7(x)
must be such that each side is a constxmt. If, furthermore,
the constant is chosm to be —n(n+l), where n is a positive
integer, then

$[(l-’’’%l+n@+l)F=O Iwl-xKl+n@+’’@=O

(22)

Each of these equations is a Legendre differential equation
and, being of the second, order, possesses two independent
particular solutions: namely, the Legendre functions of the
tit and second kinds, P. and Q., rwpectively. According
to the boundary condition at the surface, the form to be
taken for F(P) is P,(p). Correspondingly, according to
the boundary condition at infinity, the form to be taken for
U (k) is Ql(x), since the Q. (X) and their derivatives vanish
for X= ~. It follows that the solution of equation (21) is

A=Al~l(LM?l(x) (23)

The arbitrary constant Al is determined by the boundary
condition at the surface: namely,
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Thus,

where

and
&=cosh (a–B)

It will be necessary for the determination of & and A to
have the iirst few oral-of P*(IL)~d Q.@) s~ted ewlici~y.
The following arc expressions for the first four harmonics:

(24)’

.

When the independent variables P and x are introduced and
equations (21) and (23) are used, it follows that equation (18)
for +1can be written as

~,A,(x–.ix=i)’
3 ?~z=i {[zQ,(x)–(x+2@= )QI’(x)]poM

–2[Q,(x)+(x+24m) QI’(w2M} (25)

The right-hrmd side of this equation requires that

A=~o(~)pow+~2(x)P2@ . (26)

If this expression for 0, is substitut-edinto equation (25) and
the coefficients of PO(P)and PJjJ) are equated on both sides
of the resulting equation, it follows that

and

With the @~h&hand sides taken equal to zero, these two
equations reduce, respectively, to Legemlre’s equation for
the zero- and second-order functions. Then, according to
the theory of linear differential equations of the second order,
the solutions of equationa (27) and (28) are:

FO(X)=BoQO(A) –j#g
J

Ro(x)dx (29)

and

where RO(X)and R(x) arc, respectively, the right-hand sides ,
of equations (27) and (28). It is noted that each of these
solutions contains only one. arbitrary constant, 1% and Bs,
because the other two independent solutions PO(X) and
P~(X),respectively, of the homogeneous forms of oquations(27)
and (28) do not satisfy the boundary condition at i.u-
finity and therefore the arbitrary constants associated with
them are taken equal to zero.

The boundary conditions for ti lead to the following
boundary conditions for FO(X)and F’(h):

md .

The integrations required in equations (29) and (30) are
straightforward rmd need not be performed hero. Further-
more, by use of the well-known recurrence formulas for the
Iiegendre functions, it can be shown that

Fe(x) = –;’,A, ~{2~@(A)+Q2(A)]+ 47=I [W)-QI(N]}
(33)

and

{1~@(M+Q2(x)]Z7’2(k) =B2Q2(A) –;’A ~

+ 444L’(N+zQAx)]} “ (34)

where, by mermsof the boundary conditions, equations (31)
and (32),

It may be easily verified that these expressions for F, (X)
and Fz (x) satisfy the condition that they rmd their deriva-
tives vanish for h= co.
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DETERMINATION OF @2

When tho vmirhles P and X are introduced into equations (21) and (25), it follows that equation (19) for @ can be
written as

If the. expressions for A and ~, given, respectively, by equations (23) and (26) are substituted in equation (36), it
follows that:

(37)

where

~1(~)– #-4A’–1)’6
_—

@I~ { –[ ]1#’,(A)–(A+2~X2– 1) FJ (A)+;3,’ (x)

2b ~ (x– -l)’
[ 1 (x–JH)’

–521 8Q1(N –;(X+347=1)Q1’(A) –:b?i%
[

W,(X) -3( A+z@=l)Ql’ (A)
@=-l AZ—1 — 1.

+ gb:A,(P@=i)’
5 X2–1 [ Q,(N+(x+%R=i)Q1’(x) 1

The right-hand side of equation (37) requires

A=FI(x) ~l(d +F3(NP3(.LL)

When this expression for &is substituted into

that

(38)

equation (37)
nnd the coefficients of PI i) and Ps (x) are equated on bo~
sides of the rcsnlting equation, the following equations for
F, (A) and F, (x) are obtained:

(39)

and

It is evident that the homogeneous forrm of these equations
me, respectively, Legendre’s equations for the iirsh and
third-order functions. According, then, to the theory of
IinenrdiiTerentialequations of the second order, the solutions
of equations (39) and (4o) are

F,(A) ‘BIQ1(X) ‘&($-1)
J

B,(h)dh (41)

and

F3(X)=B3Q’(X)

J
– (5A3–3k) (p_l) $A3–3X)*

J
(5A3–3A)&(x)dk (42)

The arbitrary constants BI and B’ are detar.mined by the
boundary condition at the surface of the moving body.
Thus, the boundav condition for & leads to the following
conditions for FI (x) and Fs (~):

(43)

Then, if the integrations required in equations (41) and (42) are made and the recurrence formulas for the Legendre
functions are used, it can be shown that

(45)
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where

w)l’(b) =: Ml (3 Q(h)+w<h)–: J= [3Q1(M+Q0’(M –;[wih)l’])

8 VA1(3Q(M++Q1’(M –;w(b)-; dmpw)+w(b) -:[wh)l’])——
5

-;b,A,(–3~(x)+:Q<(~)–4Pl {3Q/(kJ-@’(AJ~ ])

nnd

M!s’(h)=;bll?’pm)+QNkJ-Jb:_l[:QdM–* QA)+QO’(M]]

{+:Z),%A,~~ Q’(b)+; Q1’oo) +; QO”(M –<* [–~ Ql(M+~Q2(M –; a’(b)]]

+: l),A, {: Qs(&)+&Q,’(b)-S@ (b) –~& I~(M-21]

It may be easily verified that the expressions for F,(k)
and F8 (A) and their dernvativeavanish for h= w.

It is clear that the iteration can be continued to obtain
further members of the sequence of d.. The order n to
which the process must be carried depends on the magnitude
of the coefficients b~ of the conformal transformation. For
example, it may be that one of the higher coefficients, say
b., is significant. It is obvious, then, that the iteration must
be continued far enough to include at least the corresponding
term & Although the +.’s do not form a set bf nornd func-
tions (obtained independently of one another), they are
nevertheless uniquely determined by means of simple quad-
rature; that is, they constitute a set of universal functions in

the sense that the labor necessary for thtir determination is
performed but onca and need not be repeated for each<par-
ticular body of revolution.

VELOCITY AND PRESSURE

According to Bernoulli’s theorem,

where

(49)

p prc.wure anywhere in fluid
p- pressure in region at infinity undisturbed by motion of

solid
P density of fluid ‘
g, veIocity of fluid reIative to bounda~ of solid

(46)

(47)

(48)

It is recalled that in this paper the expression for the
velocity potential # has been derived by considering the
coordinate axes as rigidly attached to the body and there-
fore moving with a velocity U in the positive direction of
the z axis. The velocity vector ~= –grad # repremnts tho
veloci@ of the fluid relative to the undisturbed fluid at
infinity. The vector velocity ij,, relative to the moving
axes, is therefore given by -

.
g,=& ~

or

g,=:(g.-v)+jg.

where ~ and ~ are, respectively, unit vectors along the posi-
tive directions of the z and a axes. The magnitude of the
relative veloci~ is therefore obtained from

qr’=@’+q.~-2uqz+u’ (50)
where

It is recalled, however, that the velocity potential # is
derived as a function of the independent variables ~ and ~.
In order then to determine g,, it is necessary to &\Tressthe
velocity components g. and qmin terms of the quantities

ao d ~. These expressions mm be derived in the fol-% an aq
lowing way:
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The rcdations

z=z+iu and ~=x—h

can be considered as equations of transformation from the
coordinates (z, u) to the independent coordinaiw (z, ;). It
follows then, symbolically, that .

aaa
2ai‘Zi-%

and

Therefore

~$+@@=-(s+’%)’=-2% “

whore # is now a function of the independent variables z
and ~.

The conformal transformation z=ft) then gives

or

Symbolically,
a a .a

2zr2iE-aGi
and therefore

2$=($+%)+’(%-%)

Then, by means of the Cauchy-Riemann relations

it follows that
dz_hx .ax
~–q–azq

Equation (61) therefore becomes

--J(Z “9(3+’%)
!l.+’ilM– J2 a(–t~

7=(%)+(%)%3’+(-%)’

(51)

‘(52)

When therealandimaginary partson both sidesof equation
are equated, it follows that

(53)

By means of these equations Q,*and therefore the prwnre

coefficient~-prn— given, &pectively,byequations( 50)and (49)
2PU2

can be obtained as functions of the independent variables
f and ~.

APPLICATIONOF THEORETICALRESULTS

SYMMETRICAL JOUEOV7SKI SHAFE

General expressions,-The theoretical results of this paper
will now be applied to the case of a body of revolution whose
meridian section is a symmetrical Joukowski profde with.
both rounded nose and tail. This example is snficientiy
complicated to illustrate the principles and usefulness of
the method.

It is well known that by means of the mapping tiction

Z=z’+,; (54)

the circle of radius a, with its center at the origin of the Z’
plane, is transformed into the line segment extending from
z= —2a to z=2a in the z plane; and the circle of radius
a(l +~1+~) with its center at Z’=ela is transformed into a
symmetrical Joukowski profile with rounded nose and tail
in the z plane (fig. 2). When Z’ is replaced by Z+qa,
equation (54) becomes

*.X.2..=
Z;z-+)es z-phne

Fmwrm!Z-Mapping of acimfeMO aaymmtical Jonkovmkfpmfflo.

or

Z=z+wz+:—qg+e?$—dg+. . . (55)

A comparison of this equation with equation (6) shows that

cl=qa, a1=a2, %=—wI?, q=q2a4, a4=—ti3d, . . .

Also, the radius of the circle in We Z plane being denoted
by se”, it follows that

@=l+el+q (56)
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According to definition

where
m.Sl

As a1=a2 and a~l= (—l)%1”a*2, it follows thereforo that

13=0 and bm=~(-l)”a= (57)

The expression for the velocity potential then becomes

@= A+@l+&+ . . . (58)

where, from equation (23)

oo=~l~lw?l(x) (59)

with

‘1=–%)

and

h=cosh a=;
(

1
1+ C1+5+1+C,+62 )

From equation (26)

4,= Fo(x)Po@)+F2(k) P2b) (60)

where

F0(x)=$A@Qo(x)+Q2(x)l+ ~UQo’(x)-QI(X)ll

F,(x) =B,Q2(X)

+; aA,{&2~(~)+Qs(Ml+ ~l[@’(A)+2Q1(~)l}

From equrdion (38),
44= F,(X) P,(P) +F,(x)l’,(p)

where

F,(X) =B,Q,(X)+#@,{+[2 Q,(~) +3@(X)l+~ [Q,’ (X)–QS(X)I ]

(61)

Velooity and pressure.-lhom equation (54) together with
the transformations

Z’=ea+Z and Z=ae”e-’~

Then

At the surface of the body T=O, so that

Therefore
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The bounchmycondition at the surface yields immediately

()
the expression for M

hq PO
. Thus

-(::);o=(%)q o “
(65)

ax()where the expression for a; POis given by the second of

equations (63).

()
The expression for ~ ,=0is obtained from the equation

for ~. Thus, the velocity potentinl can be written ns,

#=A,P,@)Q,(x)+[Fo(A) Po@)+F,(k) l’,(p)]
+[F,(A)P,@)+F3(x) P3@)]+ . . .

Then

-(%)7.0=[
A,Q,(~+F,(&l+~F3(&)]sin E+$h)sinU

+:F3(M sin 3E– . . . (66)

where Al, F1(&), FOO), and FOJ are obtained from
equations (59), (60), and (61).

By means of equations (63), (64), (65), and (66) the
P=

velocity q, of the fluid and the pressure coefficient -1
~p -w

given, respectively, by equations (50) and (49) mn tie
evaluated.

Numerioal example.—As a numerical example, cons”idcrthe

caw where cl=O.15 and q= O.10. Then ea=l+cl+q=~

and

() 1
25 ,..=%O+: cog f–y3~75 Cos f

1

(67)

()
u =&inE

(

~()()
9~a —1+317+75 Cos~w-o )

Also

()1 ax
[

61600——
2a at,.O=—; sinf 1+(317+75 Cosw

1’,
(69)

A(%)..o=:[co’’-’:wfi::if)l ,

and

Therefore, from equations (24)

Q(~)= 2.19723; Qo’(h))=-w; a“(b)-::;
——

(h(b) =1.Q=15; ~1’(~) = –18-04969

Q,(&) =O.82657; Q,’(&) ’=–15.99664

@(&) =O.57729; ~’(&) =–13.91684

and from equations (59), (60), and (61)

A,= O.055403(2aU)

B,= O.502158q’(2aU)

B,= O.4310875(2aU)

B,= O.537892ti’(2aU)

~l(XJ=0.079143~2 (2aU)

F,(AJ=0.245119~ (2a~

Fi(&J=–0.180438 ~2(2(zU)

Then, from equation (66),

+0.367679E, sin 2E–O.338321E,’Sill 3~

or with ~=0.15’,

a+
()

——
at,=0

=2aU(0.069631 sin $+0.055152 sin 2t
—0.007612 sin 3E) . (70)

From equations (65) and (68),

()a~ 200(75+317 COS f)

1
(71)~ ,4=&a~[~s ~– (317+75 Cos.fy ,

——

Table I presents the calculated values of the quantities
given by equations (68), (69), (7o), and (71) for intervahi of
10° in the angle $. Table II gives the coordinates of the
profile and the corresponding values of the velocity g,/U

P–P-.and the pressure cooficient ~— Figme 3 show tie
9P w

?
- .8

- .6 p-pm

F-Ioum3.—Presura &biimtIonat thasurfaceof aJonkovmktshape.

graphs of the meridian profile and the pressure distribution. .-.
p–p.

The small circles on this gmph deno~ tie vahl~ of ~
2Pv

obtnined by the method of reference 2. It is seen that the
numerical rcwlts obtained by the two methods agree almost
perfectly,
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L“OW-LX4AG SYNmmTluC.u, AIRFOIL SHAPE

The abscissas and ordina~ of the meridian profile are
given in table III. The tit step is to obtain the+(~) curve
of the meridian profile according to the method of Theodor-.
scn and Garrick (reference 3). The @ in reference 3 corres-
ponds to the –f of the present report. A Fourier anrdysis
of the #(@) curve is then performed and immediately yields
the conformal transformation of the meridian profile into a
circle. This conformal tinsfomation is then looked upon
as the equations of transformation from the rectangular
Cartesian coordinates (z, a) of the meridian plane inta the
orthogonal curvilinear coordinates (g, q), defined in such a
manner that the coordinate line q= Ois the meridian profile
itself. For ~= O, then, these equations yield the parametric
equations of the proii.le and for the present numerical
example they are as follows:

&= O.08895+0.98698 COS.f-O.05586 COS2~

+0.03553 COS-3t-O.01122 ~OS4(+ . . .
1

~=–O.25762 sin ~–O.05586 sin 2~

+0.03553 sin 3~–O.01122 sin 4f+ . . . I

The chord c of the profile is given by

c=2.0450a

o/020 m40&io 6070&w Swim

Ham 4.—~on auvea.

TABLE I

CALCULATED VALUES FROM EQUATIONS (68,) (69),

.—

Had-
0

–. 07ms
–. 1522Q
–. 22740
–. 30146
–. 4444s
–. mm
–. m
–. mm
-. ms44
–. 05252

–L IXE33
–L 02SS4
–1. 01351
–. Qm7
–. Esm9
—.7s311
-. 61.5S2
–. 43643
–. 22KQ
-.11164
0

AND(71)

x%).
:=2

:=
. Em
.2417%
. 1s543
.14049
.Cm25
.01849

–. 04072
–. Cm2a
–. 12$62
-.16465
–. 17ES3
–. 17m6
–. 1673.5
–. 14Em
–. mm
–. U2W
–. ICcm
–. lcr347

H%)v
o

–. on-m
–.oms
–. 04022
–. 05%-7
–. 07487
–. UJ2L9
–. 10285
–. law
–. mm
–. w
–. 07724
–. Cmco
–. mm
–. 01254

. mm

. 016M

.oam

. 01s23

. 010s3

.mMs
o

–_:$k#

–. m
–. 2s2s
–. m
–. 24178
–. 19543
–. 14649
–. Ctm5
–. 01s49

.won

:%!%
. 164ss
. 17SW
. 17m6
.16735
. 14W
.lzm
.llsw
. Imm
. lm47

:&J)*?-

(72j

(70),

“TABLE II

RELATIVE VELOCITY AND PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS
CORRESPONDING TO PROFILE COORDINATES

LW72
L&E@

%?
L CUi2

:%’
.7378
. (031

:%

–: E
–. 2340
–. 4074
–. bw
–. 7149
–. E2m
–. 9279
–. Em
–. (B97

–L IM45

m
G

o
. om7

:E
.1034
. 14s3
. ma
. Zllm
.23m
.2446
.2425
.2207
.21113
.1242
. lMO
. 122s
.mz4

:%
.on-c
.alx
o

o
:3%’.7271XI
.3m21

1.oam
1.mm

; Wo
L 111337
1.mmo
1.07m4
L 04@l
1:p#

.67ml

.9m02

:-
.84034
.67771
0

w’
1
.91766
.71357
.47148
.25141

-. Omm
-. !20761
-. Z37CP3
-. mm
-. Mm
–. mm
-.14927
-. m369
-: 0#3J

.64m

.Uwt3

.11718

. 16SM

.Z.wm

.Mm
1

TABLE III

ARSCISSAS AND ORDINATES OF MERIDIAN PROFILE

(wrcontOhord)

o
.m
.75

i%
&m
7.m

10.m
lh w
m. cm”

%%
2hcm

%%
m.m
‘mm60.a)
ohm
mcc
75.w
al. m
&m
‘m.m

i%. M

m? ohord

o
2.as

M
4.lr7

;g

11:04
1222
13.23
13.34
14.m
14.w
14.12
L3.02
1269
11.34
Q.7s
3.03

H
23s
1:;

o

Equations (72) may then be written as

~=0.04350+0.48263 COS ~–O.02732 Cos 2[
I

+0.01737 Cos 3.f-o.oo54fl Cos 4[+ . . ,
a

1

(73)
~=–O.12598 sin $–O.02732sin 2~

+0.01737 pill 3[–0.00549 sin 4[+ . . .

Table IV gives values of ~ and ~ calculated according to

these equations and figure 4 shows the very good Wnmmmt
between these points (small circles) and tho profile plotted
from table III (solid line).

With the coefficients of the conformal tmnsfornmtion
known, the next step is to obtain an expw.sion for tho veloc-
ity potential @ at the surface of the body. For tho premnt
numerical caae,

@=2aU(0.00687+0.0818i w ~+0.03384 cm 24
_f).02251 MS 3~+ . . J (74)
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TABLE IV
CALCULATED VALUES FROM EQUATIONS (72) AND (73)

me’< m

T** at

1
. m19
.Us481
.%W3

:%-I%
.7&m4
.04279
.m

:?%%
o
–. 12W.8
–. 34WZ
–. 5W3
–. I?4279
–. 70E04
–.WU3
–. Q3fR3u
–. %3481

-1. m

mu

1
.Q84sl
.$G#9
.Ww3
. 7ef04
.m
.17305

–. 173M
-. m
-. 7M04
-. 93W

–l. wo
-. w
-. 7W04
-. m
-. 178e5

. Im

.m

.76s34

i%?

Slnzf

1 :2
.U39@
.70004 .mlo
.Eoam .4s50
.1735s .4s3s

–. m .4Klo
–. w .4049
–. %3929 .3480
–. Wmm .2s8

. 1735s .2135

.7oe04 .1401
L m
.76914 –: E
. 177$s –. w

–. m -.1040
–. 93W9 –. 2418
–. UK@ –. 3171
–. m –.s=954

.172.65 . ~,.

i%? –. 4W3

1
.fe.im
.W303
.70711
.m

o
–. m
–. Wfm

–1. m
–. E#w3
–. m
n

o
-.0131
–. 02m
-.mfa
-. 0s10
-.0740
-.0947
-. llze
-. lm
–. 13s2
-.1449
-.1434
-. 13W
-.1149
-. ow
-.0023
-.0372
-.0172
-. @Ml
-p3

o 0
. IM71elII .17Z3.5
.Z6m

H .34nx4
30 .SMm
40 .04279
m :=
m

~ :%%=!’
L~

1% .98481
110
lm :%%

.70w
;% .04279
I@ .6WM
;$

:%!
180 0

n n o
.34m
. G4279
.W
.WI
.8m3

–: H%–.m
–. W481
–. e4279
o

.04279

%$%
–:%%–.W&o
–. U34N
–.e4279
o

.2s$2

.Emm
m7&

1.(mm
.m
.mn

–. mm
–. Wma

–L mm
–. .mEa33
-. Mml

.m

.SwJ3
1
.P@w3
.Mlm

o
–. m
–.w

–Lamo

TABLE V

CALCULATED VALUES FROM EQUATIONS (49) TO (53)

[

E

1!
m’
33
40
m

%’
m

1%
110
la
130
140

RI
lm
180

w+’ +yzdl +yau 90

F

o
–. m37
–. 6178
–. 4(T24
–. 3648
–. Z390
-. 2W
–. 14U
–. m74

.@3

:%
.3115
.3011
.2W2
.2133
.1406
.W

o

-% %s
o 0.3077

.2927
:%% .2822

.2505
:%% .2270
.Oem . 1W3
.1293 .1671
.1’541 .KM
.1622 . m74
.14Q3 –. M&9
. lla’a –. 1530
.W71 –. 2&s2
.0122 –. 3137

–. m –. 319.5
–. 0725 –. 2Z34
–. m –. 1&n
–. 0740 –. O’a54
–. 0427 –. 0223
0 .mso

o 0
.4188 .0472
.s9ss .7746
.87M

1.060 1:z
1.196 1.0B3
1.301 1.141
1.377 1.174
1.4WI 1.188
LWO LIM.

L 111
::% L0s9
; :1 .96s4

;=
.7m9
.m .8+61
.7261 .8s15
.7240 .&ml

o 0

0
–. 2301
–. 3138
-.4844
-. ala
–, n47
–. m
–. 84M
-. m
–. Em4
–, mm
-. LW18
–. 91Z3
:. ~

–. 73s7
–, 6450
-. a17
o

awn y:
.2927
S& .1781

.Z325
.m .413U
.19m .5483
.1671 .0597
.1020 .7272
.0274 .7582

-. m :=
–. 1085
–. X&2 .m
–. 3187 .9313
–. 3196 .91s0
–. m
–. 1897 . ;%
–. m
–. ozn .IEwl

.Ox.5 .Owl

, 1
. ss12
.4002
.1246

–. 0801
–. 1962
–. m
–. m
–. 4000
–. Wr.2
–. ?333
–. m

.a31s

.1637

.2413

.m

.2749

.2764
1

‘:$
.lWI
.mm

-. 0s42
-. lIW
-. mm
-.1862
-.1029
-.uall

.Wo

.0E37

.1481

. 17QU

. lno

.1612

.1612
1

The boundary condition at the surface of the moving body Equations (75), (76), and (77) stice to determine the pres-
s~e distribution”ov& the &&ce of the body with th~ use
of equations (49) to (53) contained in the section entitled
“Velocity and Pressure.” Table V presents the calculated
values of the various quantities given by equations (49) to
(53), the last column containing values of the pressure

coefficient ~. Figure 4 shows the graphs of the pressure

sf’~
distribution for both the body of revolution (solid curve) and
the airfoil of infinite span haviwg the meridian profile as
cross section (broken curve). L,

is simply

(72) that

Z)($()——
aq .=O

=2aU(0.25762 cos $+0.11172 eos 2,f

–0.10668 COS3t+0.04489 COS4:– . . .) (75)

(76)

(77)

and from equation (74) that

a+()a ~ , o=2aU(0.08181 sin E+ O.06768sin 2E_—
.

LANGLEY h~EbIORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,–0.06752 sin 3[+ . . .)

Also, from equations (72),
NATIONAL ADVISORY COW~EE FOR AERONAU&CS,

LANGLEY I?IELD, VA., May 18, 19@. .
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1~1=~=–0.98698 Sill f+ O.11172sin 2~
1.

2.

3.

–0.10658 Sk 3[+0.04489 sin 4~– . . .
1

$= –~e=0.25762 COS~+0.11172 cOS2~

—0.10658 cOS3~+0.04489 COS4~— . . . J


